
RICE COOKERS & FOOD WARMERS
Maestrowave were one of the very first companies to enter the UK market with a truly 
commercial rice cooker and over the past 8 years we have continued to increase specification 
and performance levels to ensure we keep one step ahead of the rest! The latest rice cookers 
have modern electronic controls with simple one touch operation and a clever auto shut-off 
facility when the rice is cooked, making them even easier to use. Durable high quality stainless 
steel exterior finish and Teflon ‘non-stick’ interior with removable bowl make for ease of 
cleaning too. An indispensable must for any kitchen – great versatility at an affordable price, 
plus the largest cooking capacities available in the market. This range is well specified with 
major National food chains.

MRC5L
5 litre capacity with ‘cook and hold’ feature – will cook 5 litres of rice, or as little as  
1 litre, to perfection and hold it at a safe temperature for up to 8 hours without 
losing moisture and quality of rice. 

CAPACITY: 5 LITRE LOADING: 1.95KW DIMENSIONS: 460dia. 340h
L

MRFW20L
For greater volumes, this 20 litre rice/food warmer offers the ultimate in capacity 
and flexibility. Will hold up to 20 litres of rice, or any other appropriate foods, for 
example curry sauce, mushy peas, soups etc at a warm food safe temperature for 
up to 12 hours, perfect for serving on-demand. 

CAPACITY: 20 LITRE LOADING: 0.84KW DIMENSIONS: 460dia. 370h

SLICERS
Encompassing a host of features the fantastic Maestrowave range of commercial slicers 
challenges any competitor on the market. Finished in a heavy duty, highly polished casting 
with high performance blades, low decibel motors and high power outputs their quality is 
outstanding. All models operate from a single 13amp supply and are simple to use, safe, 
reliable and suitable for all small, medium and heavy duty applications. Features are everything 
you would expect from a top quality product, but not the price – you will be astounded at the 
extremely good value for money this range is.

MBSLICE
Powerful medium-duty gear driven slicer with an 170mm diameter high 
performance blade. Its compact design means it saves valuable work space. 
Features an innovative food holder, blade guard and safety lock.
LOADING: 130W WEIGHT: 7.5KG DIMENSIONS: 375w 300d 260h

ME2560S
With a 250mm diameter high performance blade, this is an extra heavy-duty gear 
driven slicer. Its solid construction and durability means it is guaranteed to produce 
consistently smooth slices every time.
LOADING: 300W WEIGHT: 21KG DIMENSIONS: 515w 380d 370h

ME3060S
For a larger sized cut this model is ideal with its 300mm diameter blade. The most 
powerful in the range, this extra heavy-duty slicer would be suitable for a larger, 
high volume operation.
LOADING: 300W WEIGHT: 22KG DIMENSIONS: 565w 420d 405h




